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Abstract. COVID-19 has rapidly spread around the world in the past
few months, researchers around the world are working around the clock
to closely monitor and assess the development of this pandemic. In this
paper, a time series regression model is built to assess the short-term
progression of COVID-19 pandemic. The model structure and parameters
are identified using COVID-19 pandemic data released by China within
the time window from 22 January to 09 April 2020. The same model
structure and parameters are applied to a few other countries for day
ahead forecasting, showing a good fit of the model. This modeling exercise
confirms that the underlying internal dynamics of this disease progression
is quite similar. The differences in the impact of this pandemic on different
countries are largely attributed to different eternal factors.
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1 Introduction

COVID-19 is an infectious disease which was first reported in December 2019
in Wuhan, China. This novel coronavirus rapidly swept the world in just a few
months. Unlike most coronaviruses, COVID-19 is a new strain which has not
been previously identified in humans. The symptoms of COVID-19 are mainly
manifested in the respiratory system, such as coughing, shortness of breath,
difficulty breathing and fever, etc [10]. COVID-19 is highly contagious, and it
has been widely reported that the incubation period of the virus symptoms is
long and asymptomatic infection is difficult to prevent [1]. For most common
cold, the symptoms usually manifest within three days of infection. However, the
effects of COVID-19 generally appear in 2 to 14 days. Up to April 20, 2020, there
are more than 2.4 million people have been infected with COVID-19 and the
total number of deaths has exceeded 165,000.

In order to assess and forecast the development of COVID-19 pandemic, great
efforts have been made by researchers around the world to closely monitor and
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assess the latest development of this pandemic. Among various approaches to
model infectious diseases, compartmental models such as Susceptible-Infectious-
Removed (SIR) model [9,4] and its derived ones are most popular [7,2]. However,
the performance of these models are highly dependent on initial parameter set-
tings and cannot address the causal factors in the development of epidemics [3].
Regression models [5,8] are also widely used for epidemics assessment and fore-
casting because the causal relationships between the dependent and independent
variables could be inferred. In this paper, a time series linear regression model is
developed for inferring the correlations among the epidemic data. Once the cor-
relations are inferred, this model can be used for short-term epidemic forecasting
without model adjustment, under the assumption that the underlying dynamics
of this infectious disease is unchanged, and the differences in the outcomes are
largely attributed by external factors such as intervention measures.

2 Modelling

Although the first outbreak of COVID-19 occurred in China, the spread of
this infectious disease was then effectively controlled in March due to a series
of intervention measures being implemented consequently. Therefore, public
available data for the whole period can be analyzed as a reference for countries
which are still suffering from this pandemic. It was noted that the number
of counted daily new infections is highly dependent on the testing scale in a
particular country. Therefore, it is highly likely that the number of counted daily
new infections is much smaller than the actual infection number. In contrast, the
counted number of daily deaths is more likely closer to the actual number than
the confirmed infection cases, therefore it is more meaningful to analyze internal
dynamics of this infectious disease using the number of daily reported deaths.
Given the aforementioned considerations, the daily death number reported from
China in the time window from 22 January to 09 April 2020 is used in this paper
for building a time-series model.

Although the incubation period of COVID-19 and the time from symptom
onset to final exit (death or recovery) vary for each infected individual, their
expectations may be correlated to the daily death (DD) data. In other words,
the DD value of day n, denoted as Day (n) can be projected using the DD
data of some specific days in the past. Thus, this problem can be converted to a
regression modelling problem.

In order to determine the structure and parameters of the time-series model,
a subset selection method namely Fast Recursive Algorithm (FRA) [6] is applied
in this case to select and determine the model regression terms and parameters
simultaneously. For a linear-in-the-parameter model to represent a time series,
its discrete time form generally can be represented as

y = Φ Θ + Ξ (1)

where y = [y(1), ...y(m)]T are the observations, Φ = [φ1, ...φn] is the regression
matrix and each φi = [φ(1), ...φ(m)]T (i = 1,...n) contains all candidate regression
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terms. Θ = [θ1, ...θn]
T is the set of unknown parameters to be identified. Ξ =

[ξ1, ...ξm]T is the residual matrix of the model. In FRA, there are two predefined
recursive matrices, Mk and Rk to fulfil the forward model selection procedure as

Mk = ΦT
k Φk (2)

Rk = I − ΦkM
−1
k ΦT

k (3)

where Φk contains the first columns of the full regression matrix. Then, it has

Rk+1 = Rk −

Rkφk+1φ
T
k+1R

T
k

φT
k+1Rkφk+1

, k = 0, 1...(n− 1) (4)

Define Ek as the cost function, as the first k columns in Φ are selected, Ek

can be expressed as

Ek = yTRky (5)

Then, using Eq.(4) and (5), it has

Ek+1 = yTRk+1y = Ek −

yTRkφk+1φ
T
k+1R

T
k y

φT
k+1Rkφk+1

(6)

Therefore, the net contribution of the selected model term φk+1 to the cost
function can be calculated as

∆Ek+1 = −

(yTφk
k+1)

2

(φk
k+1)

Tφk
k+1

=
(aTk+1,y)

2

ak+1,k+1
(7)

The net contribution of each term can be calculated and the terms with
maximum contributions will be selected. Finally, the model parameters can be
identified by the procedure as

θ̂j =
aj, y −

∑k

i=j+1 θ̂iaj,i

aj,j
j = k, k − 1, ...1 (8)

The last step is to determine how many of the most contributing terms should
be selected. If too few terms are selected, some important candidates may be
abandoned which may lead to underfitting. If too many terms are selected, the
terms which have little contribution will be selected. This not only increases
computing cost, but may also lead to overfitting the model. In order to address
this problem, the DD data in China is divided into two parts. 80% of the data (22
Jan 2020 to 25 Mar 2020) is used for model training and the other 20% of data is
used for model validation. Therefore, a set of models that have various number of
most contributing terms can be generated. These models will be validated on the
validation data and their root mean square errors (RMSE) will be compared as
the an indicator. The model which produces the minimum RMSE in validation
will be considered as the most suitable model in this paper.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Model analysis based on Pandemic data from China

As mentioned earlier, the models generated in Section 2 are trained with 80% of
the DD data and validated with the other 20% of the DD data from China. The
validation results indicate that the model which selected 3 most important terms
( φ(n− 1), φ(n− 2) and φ(n− 6)) has the best performance. While φ(n− 1) and
φ(n− 2) imply the persistence of the pandemic progression, φ(n− 6) implies the
inherent latency effect of this disease. The model parameters are identified as θ1
= 0.6728, θ2 = 0.4076 and θ3 = -0.1114.

In order to determine the system stability, Z-transform technique is applied
to the developed model to convert the discrete-time expression into a frequency
domain representation. The Z-transform of the developed model can be expressed
as

z6 = 0.6728− z5 + 0.4076 ∗ z4 − 0.1114 (9)

Therefore, the poles of the system can be calculated as shown in Table 1, and
their locations are presented in Figure 1.

Table 1. System poles

Poles P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

0.7523 0.96104 0.05873 + 0.59618i 0.05873 - 0.59618i -0.579 + 0.30677i -0.579 - 0.30677i

All of the system poles are located within the unit circle, therefore, the
internal stability and convergence of the system can be guaranteed. It worth
noting that there is a pole (P2) very close to the unit circle, which implies the
stability margin of the system is small. The system may approach to its critical
point of stability at the peak region, which may lead to oscillatory fluctuations.
The oscillatory fluctuations are particularly visible at the inflecting point and
after the external interventions are introduced. Moreover, two complex-conjugate
pole pairs (P3 and P4, P5 and P6) represent the system oscillating behaviours
due to the external disturbances. The locations of P3 and P4 are almost on the
imaginary axis, there will be little damping in their generated oscillations. P5

and P6 have larger phase angles with the real axis than the ones of P3 and P4,
which implies they may cause oscillatory fluctuations with higher frequency.

The model predictions compared with the real data from China is shown
in Fig. 2. The RMSEs of model training and validation are 15.8306 and 2.1756
respectively. It is shown that the output of the model is in good agreement with
the actual data. The mean absolute error (MAE) is 0.962 which is less than 2.3%
in relative error. However, it is worth noting that the maximum absolute error
(MaxAE) is 54 which occurs on 24 February. The reason for the large error on
this day is that the data on this day has a 52.67% sharp drop compared to the
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Fig. 1. The locations of the system poles in Z-plane

previous day. According to Figure 2, it is worth noting that large oscillations
occur at the peak region, and oscillations are also observed at the downhill region.
As discussed earlier, the oscillatory fluctuations are likely caused by the latency
effect of the internal process.

From the system perspective, relatively strong oscillations occur in the region
near the peak (12 to 27 February). The model parameters are more sensitive
to measurement errors in this region than others. Thus, it may be inferred that
when the system generates large oscillations, it is a sign of the apex.

3.2 Applications of the trained model

To validate our assumption that the pandemic progress in other countries has
a similar internal dynamics as being observed in China, we applied the trained
model presented in section 3.1 directly to other six countries which include
UK, Italy, Germany, Spain, France and USA. The same model structure and
parameters in Section 3.1 are applied to the data (15 February to 08 April
2020) of these countries. The model outputs and the actual DD data of these
countries are presented in Figure 3. Four indicators namely root mean square
error (RMSE), mean absolute error, maximum absolute error and coefficient of
determination (R2) are used to evaluate the model performance. The results of
model performance are summarized in Table 2.

It is shown that the developed model performs well for these countries. The
coefficient of determination for all of these countries are above 0.5 and most
of them are greater than 0.87. This implies that the developed model has a
good day-ahead forecasting performance, and internal dynamics of this pandemic
progression is quite similar. Thus, the model developed using the data reported
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Fig. 2. Model outputs based on the data from China

Fig. 3. One-day-ahead daily death toll forecasting of COVID-19. (a) UK, (b) Italy, (c)
Germany, (d) Spain, (e) France, (f) USA.

Table 2. Results of model performance

Country RMSE Mean absolute error Maximum absolute error R
2

UK 83.4715 37.8551 300.2394 0.879
Italy 78.3751 48.5672 249.9158 0.941
Germany 18.6790 9.4191 65.8328 0.9095
Spain 119.8564 66.9247 319.1592 0.872
France 194.9673 73.6698 842.4610 0.6874
USA 112.3940 45.3986 507.3930 0.9016
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in China can be directly transferable to other countries. Through the internal
dynamics is similar, but the outcomes of this pandemics vary significant in differ-
ent countries. Some countries have high fatality rate, while others have less. This
is largely due to external factors, such as the differences in the culture, social
background, health care systems, and infections disease control and interven-
tion measures introduced by different governments. Different levels of system
oscillations are also observed in these six countries at the peak and down-hill
regions.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a time series regression model is developed for assessing the internal
dynamics of the COVID-19 pandemic. The model structure and parameters are
determined using the FRA technique and are based on the data from China. The
regression terms φ(n− 1) and φ(n− 2) are favored to reflect the persistence of
the pandemic progression, and the other regression term φ(n − 6) is selected,
implying the inherent latency effect of the pandemic. Since all the system poles
locate inside the unit circle in the Z-plane, the internal stability and convergence
of the system can be ensured. The position characteristics of the system poles
can reflect the negative latency effect which may causes oscillatory fluctuations
around the inflecting point or due to measurement errors and system disturbances.
Since the oscillatory fluctuations are particularly evident at the inflection point,
the developed model may be used as an indicator to analyze if the pandemic
progression is approaching the inflection point. This model is directly applied to
6 other countries. The application results reveal that the model fits fairly well
with the data from other countries, and can be used for short-term forecasting of
the pandemic progression. The model coefficients of determination (R2) of all
the simulated countries are greater 0.5 and most of them are greater than 0.87.
Moreover, as the pandemic reaches the peak, large oscillations are observed.

5 Disclaimer

All the data used in the paper are based on publicly available resources, including
references to official and professional websites and peer-reviewed journals. The
model, data and discussions presented in this paper are for research only. The
model may not represent the real situation, and it may fail due to inadequate
model elements.
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